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DIPLOMA
TERM ONE

Enrolling in the Diploma of Screen and Media at The Makeup Technicians your

adventure starts off in Term One, where you’ll learn all about skin awareness used in

the Entertainment Industry, Corrective makeup and colour application for media

correspondent’s and your everyday clients.

 

Term one covers Contouring, Brows and Lip Shaping, Liquid Liners for all Eye Shapes

because let’s face it there are so many different shapes and not one shape fits all.

Learn Smokey, Shiny, Glossy, Painted, Splattered, Lashed and Runway trends.

 

High end magazine looks with Cat Smith and Melanie Burnicle, then the GHD team

comes in to present ghd tool techniques, tips and tricks forming an essential

foundation to current hairstyling for your photoshoots across all mediums. 

 

Jump into Runway design for high end fashion designers, what could you create for

their next runway show? and what are Runway Artists like Pat McGrath and Val

Garland designing and where do they get their inspiration. 

 

From Fashion we head off into the Theatrical world with Senior Opera House Makeup

Artist, Fiona Cooper-Sutherland, get to work with characters and wigs and all those

intense heavy makeup skills we then finish off the Term with Gordana Willesee

previous head of Channel Nine makeup department now Brow

Specialist, giving you all of her amazing techniques of the many brow styles you’ll

learn to create, Its definitely way more than the Infamous Instagram

Brow, Let me tell you!.  

 

All that and it’s only in Term One…
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DIPLOMA
TERM TWO

So now that you’ve got some skills and techniques behind you, you’re going to work
towards getting your Bridal Certificate so you can work as a Bridal Artist, this takes a
few weeks of advanced learned makeup skills and techniques and it’s packed with
knowledge on how to work in the Bridal industry, which is going to kick start your
working makeup career. 
 

We then move onto learning the skills of Period makeup and Hair styling, you’ll use
this knowledge in your design process for other makeup application’s in Fashion,

Character and Theatre work, to name a few, what do you think they’re going to say
when they look back at this period in 100 years time, do you think they’ll love our
Instagram brows or cut crease, lol! We continue working with hair styling for media
correspondent’s and your everyday clients. 

 

Next move over beauty and all things pretty here comes the Zombie Queen – Lisa
Cotterill who skills you up with flat lay prosthetics, burns, cuts, gashes, bullet holes
and what size gun would that be? a hand gun or a shotgun? You will need to know
this for all those real CRIME TV shows, has to be authentic, right?
 

Have you ever thought of working in Vegas or on a Broadway show, creating
characters on a music video, or ageing an actor for the big screen, the worlds your
oyster it’s up to your wants and desire’s, as to what type of artist you want to be!

Feeling good?
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Start off in Term Three learning the art of Wig Prepping, Styling and Dressing so your
actor can jump out of a plane, really! Did  you know theatrical actors wear their
microphone in their wig’s, can you imagine if your sitting in the audience and that
wig came off, how would we hear the rest of the story? You’ll also be able to apply
wigs quickly for photoshoots that don’t need that extra special skill, but you’ll know
the correct techniques, to execute for when and where you use this knowledge and
skill. 
 

Have a fun day with DRAG makeup bring in your father, brother, boyfriend, husband,

they start off a little reluctant but by the end of the day some don't want to take the
makeup off, they love it.
 

Next you’ll cover Century makeup, again you can apply this knowledge to your design
skills.

 

Go behind the scenes on a short film, learn how to breakdown a script, into shooting
schedule size chunks, it’s all the backend of a film not just the makeup application
skills, with so much info to have under your creative belt, your brain will be In
overload!

 

Oh and before the term ends you’ll make and apply a Bald cap even Airbrush it for
your Cosplay character, if that's not enough you’ll design Italian Vogue covers, the
bible of the beauty and makeup industry.

 

Enjoy a full day of Body painting this may take up to 6 hours depending on your
design, but the in the end the image you create you’ll be so proud of what you've
achieved, you’ll want to do more.

 

Discover the Egyptians, complete Cleopatra and Bollywood styles, again that you can
use elements of in your designs for other looks. At the end of this term you’ll start on
business and discover steps and processes to get into the area of work you want to be
in.

 

DIPLOMA
TERM THREE
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DIPLOMA
TERM 4

Now you’re in Term Four you’ll wonder where the year went because it’s so much fun

and most likely want to stay, you never want to leave, haha! But really you've come so

far and with great people they will become your lifelong friends. We start off with

face casting and sculpting, creating a full face silicone prosthetic piece, turn your

partner into any hybrid animal, fish or bird of your creative choice, you’ll get to design

it, mold it, release it, apply it, paint it and photograph it! Really it’s way too much fun

to be a school!

 

Learn about Zombies, Skeletal and Sugar Skulls for Halloween, applying Beards and

Moustaches for actors, move back into Fashion, Runway, Red Carpet, Look-books,

Macro makeup, Avant-Garde and Celebrity lookalikes all with hairstyling to really give

you the confidence as an artist you need.

 

Get ahead in the Industry with Carmelle learning Social Media skills, Professional

image, Setting up your Portfolio and over the entire year you will be completing work

placement provided to you by The Makeup Technicians.

 

That's our Diploma we cover all styles and looks of makeup, and this really helps you

to decide on which area you want to work in, some people want to start off doing

magazines and beauty but then move onto SPFX, so if you study with The Makeup

Technicians your guaranteed to learn all areas of makeup skills.

You won’t need any short courses here and there, which will cost way too much

money! We cover everything and If you don’t want to leave us, we’ve got more

training for you in our Advanced Skill Set
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